Vertical search engines use focused crawler as their key component and develop some specific algorithms to select web pages relevant to some pre-defined set of topics. Crawlers are software which can traverse the internet and retrieve web pages by hyperlinks. The focused crawler of a special-purpose search engine aims to selectively seek out pages that are relevant to a pre-defined set of topics, rather than to exploit all regions of the Web. Maintaining currency of search engine indices by exhaustive crawling is rapidly becoming impossible due to the increasing size of the web. Focused crawler aims to search only the subset of the web related to a specific topic, and offer a potential solution to the problem. A focused crawler is an agent that targets a particular topic and visits and gathers only a relevant, narrow web segment while trying not to waste resources on irrelevant material. As the crawler is only a computer program, it cannot determine how relevant a web page is. The major problem is how to retrieve the maximal set of relevant and quality page. In our proposed approach, we classify the unvisited URL based on visited URLs attribute score, i.e., unvisited URLs are relevant to topics or not, and then decide based on seed page attribute score. Based on score, we put "Yes" or "No" values in the table. URLs attributes are: it"s Anchor text relevancy, its description in Google search engine and calculates the similarity score of description with topic keywords, cohesive text similarity with topic keywords and Relevancy score of its parent pages. Relevancy score is calculated based on vector space model. Classification is done by Naïve Bayesian classification methods.
INTRODUCTION
Recent developments on the computer and networking technologies have made the Internet to be the most popular and the largest information source over the world. It was found that about a decade ago, the Web contained more than 350 million pages such that 600 Gigabytes of information on these pages were updated every month and the size of the Web was doubled every year. Due to the growth and flux of the information on the Web, it may not possible for a general purpose crawler and search engine to index and search all the pages on the Web. To overcome this problem, focused crawling of the Web was proposed. The aim of a focused crawler is to traverse a subset of the Web to only gather documents on a specific topic and to identify the promising links that lead to on-topic documents, and avoid off-topic branches [6] .
A Web Crawler searches through all the Web Servers to find information about a particular topic. However, searching all the Web Servers and the pages, are not realistic, given the growth of the Web and their refresh rates. Crawling the Web quickly and entirely is an expensive, unrealistic goal because of the required hardware and network resources [8] . Focused Crawling is designed to traverse a subset of the Web to gather documents on a specific topic. It also aims to identify the promising links that lead to target documents, and avoid off-topic searches. In the large area of websites, traditional web crawlers cannot function well to solve this problem. The focused crawler of a specialpurpose search engine aims to selectively seek out web pages that are relevant to a pre-defined set of topics, rather than to exploit all regions of the Web. Focused crawlers aim to search only the subset of the web related to a specific topic, and offer a potential solution to the problem. The general-purpose search engines, such as Google, have provided us with a lot of facilities, and become very popular. However, they have some disadvantages because a general-purpose search engine aims to cover the network as enough as possible. So, it usually returns many web pages users are not interested in. Therefore, it is extremely important for a search engine how to effectively build up a semantic pattern for specific topics [2, 7] . The traditional process of focused web crawler is to harvest a collection of web documents that are focused on the topical subspaces. They traverse the web collecting only relevant data to a predefined topic while neglecting on the same time off-topic pages. The crawler is kept focused through a crawling strategy which determines the relevancy degree of the web page to the predefined topic and depending on this degree a decision is made whether to download the web page or not. In our proposed approach, we classify the unvisited URL based on visited URLs attribute score, i.e., unvisited URLs are relevant to topics or not, and then decide based on seed page attribute score [5, 9] .
The outline of the paper is as follows. We discuss the existing works of focused crawling in section 2. In section 3, we introduce the architecture of our proposed approach. In section 4, we present the key algorithm of our proposed approach. In section 5, we have presented our experimental analysis and in section 6, we have concluded our research paper.
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PRIOR WORK
Maintaining currency of search engine indices by exhaustive crawling is rapidly becoming impossible due to the increasing size and dynamic content of the web. Focused crawlers aim to search only the subset of the web related to a specific category, and offer a potential solution to the currency problem. The major problem in focused crawling is performing appropriate credit assignment to different documents along a crawl path, such that short-term gains are not pursued at the expense of less-obvious crawl paths that ultimately yield larger sets of valuable pages [3] .
A focused crawler is a program used for searching information related to some interested topics from the Internet. The main property of focused crawling is that the crawler does not need to collect all web pages, but selects and retrieves relevant pages only. As the crawler is only a computer program, it cannot determine how relevant a web page is. In order to find pages of a particular type or on a particular topic, focused crawlers aim to identify links that are likely to lead to target documents, and avoid links to off topic branches. However, the concept of prioritizing unvisited URLs on the crawl frontier for specific searching goals is not new, and Fish-Search and Shark-Search were some of the earliest algorithms for crawling for pages with keywords specified in the query. In Fish-Search, the system is query driven. Starting from a set of seed pages, it considers only those pages that have content matching a given query (expressed as a keyword query or a regular expression) and their neighborhoods (pages pointed to by these matched pages). The second step in a focused crawling process is the crawling method. In theoretical point of view, a focused crawler smartly selects a direction to traverse the Internet. A clever route selection method of the crawler is to arrange URLs so that the most relevant ones can be located in the first part of the queue. The queue will then be sorted by relevancy in descending order. The performance and efficiency of a focused crawler is mainly determined by the ordering strategy that determines the order of page retrieval.
THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
The proposed architecture is shown below in Figure 1 . 
PROPOSED APPROACH 4.1 Seed URL Extraction
In our proposed approach, seed URLs are extracted by one search engine known as threesearches.com. We put a query in this search engine and it shows the result of three most popular search engines like Google, Yahoo, and MSN search. We extract resulting URLs based on certain condition. We first extract URLs which are common in all three search engine results. We assume that this common search result URLs are most relevant for this query and thus these URLs are grouped into most relevant group seed URLs. Now, we extract those URLs which are common in any two search engine results, such as in "Google and Yahoo" or "Yahoo and MSN search" or "MSN search and Google". We put these extracted URLs in relevant group. Our proposed approach is based on Naïve Bayesian classification approach. We know that in Naïve Bayesian classification approach, to classify the unvisited URLs, we require some pretrained data about visited URLs. Based on visited URLs property, we classify the unvisited URLs. There are positive and negative results in pretrained data. So, for negative results, we put the query in threesearches.com with negative (-) sign, and here we put a positive query "computer books" and negative query -computer books (use negative sign (-) before query) in threesearches.com and find out resulting URLs. URLs www.freecomputerbooks.com and www.computer-books.us belong to all three search engine results. So, it is categorized as most relevant seed pages. URLs www.onlinecomputerbooks.com, www.freetechbook.com, www.intelligentedu.com/free_computer_books.html, and www.computer-books.us belong to two search engine results. So, it is categorized as relevant seed pages and URLs www.facebook.com, www.books.google.com/books belong to two search engine results but those are found out by negative query so it is categorized as irrelevant seed pages. Based on the results, we categorize seed URLs into groups in Table 1 . 
Topic Specific Weight Table Construction
Weight table defines the crawling target. The topic name is sent as a query to the Google Web search engine and the first k results are retrieved. The retrieved pages are parsed. To avoid indexing useless words, a text retrieval system often associates a stop list with a set of documents. A stop list is a set of words that are deemed "irrelevant." Stop lists may vary per document set. For example, database systems could be an important keyword in a newspaper. However, it may be considered as a stop word in a set of research papers presented in a database systems conference. A group of different words may share the same word stem. A text retrieval system needs to identify groups of words where the words in a group are small syntactic variants of one another and collect only the common word stem per group. Starting with a set of d documents and a set of "t" terms, we can model each document as a vector "v" in the "t" dimensional space "R t"
, which is why this method is called the vector-space model. Let the term frequency be the number of occurrences of term "t" in the document d, i.e., freq(d, t). The (weighted) termfrequency matrix TF(d, t) measures the association of a term "t" with respect to the given document "d." It is generally defined as 0 if the document does not contain the term, and nonzero otherwise.
Order the word by their weights and extract a certain number of words with high weight as the topic keywords. After that weights are normalized as:
where "Wi" is the weight of keyword "i", and "Wmax" is weight of keyword with highest weight.
For example, we have taken a topic keywords "computer books." For Topic Specific Weight Table construction, we put the "computer books" is as a query to the Google Web search engine and the first 7 results are retrieved. After removing stop words except word computer (as we know that computer is a stop word, our query is "computer book"; so we take a word computer as an important word) and stemming the words, for calculating the weights the term frequency (tf) and inverse document frequency of each word is calculated. Here, we have taken top 10 most occurrences words in Table 2 . 
Relevancy Calculation
The weight of words in page corresponding to the keyword in the Topic Specific Weight Table is calculated. The weight calculation of words in page uses same approach which is used by Topic Specific Weight Table weight calculation. In our proposed approach, it uses a cosine similarity measure to calculate the relevance of the page on a particular topic.
where "t" is the topic specific weight table, "p" is the web page under investigation, "wkt" and "wkp" are the weights of keyword "k" in the weight table and in the web page respectively.
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
There are different types of URL attributes for measuring that a particular link is relevant for the topics or not. 
Average Parent Page Relevancy
Based on seed pages, we can analyze the category of unvisited link. It means that the unvisited URL is relevant to the topics or not. In our proposed approach, first we extract all parent pages of unvisited link and then we measure the relevancy of parent pages with topic keywords. Table 3 ). 
Seed URLs

Anchor Text Relevancy
It is the relevancy between topic keywords and anchor text. We find out the related word of anchor text with the help of tool, and find out how much percentage of topic keywords are there in set of related words of topic keywords. The more topic keywords are in set of related words of anchor text, the anchor text is more relevant to topics. Our proposed approach mentions this attribute anchor text relevancy because anchor text describes the some information about URL. It is the textual information about URL. For example, in "http://www.freecomputerbooks.com" page there are numbers of URLs exist. We have taken one URL "http://www.freecomputerbooks.com/dbCategory.html" whose anchor text in this seed page is "databases and Storage." There are number of related words of the anchor text "databases and Storage". "Alexa, amazon elastic compute cloud, amazon mechanical turk, amazon payments, amazon simple storage service, amazon web services, apis, archives and records management, article, articles, aws, aws user group, books, cloud computing, cultural property, data mining, database, database storage, databases, developer forum, developer tools, devpay, dynamic, ec2, file, flexible payments service, freedom of act, grid computing, image, information, information age, information literacy, information technology, journalism, journals, library science, management, media, modern, movie, newspapers in america, online library, photo, research, retrieval, simple queue service, simpledb, storage, text utility computing, web application development, web hosting, website." Now, we find out weights of all related words in seed page. Weight calculation is done by "tf -idf" basis. Here, we have taken only one seed page. So, "idf" is calculated based on only one seed page. So, the anchor relevancy scores of "databases and Storage" anchor text is 0.2 (see Table 4 ). Here, keywords present 7 means 7 keywords out of 10 present in the set of related word of anchor text, and the threshold value is 0.7. As the score depends on page author, some author give matching name with URL in anchor text and some page author give unmatched name. Whether web page is relevant or irrelevant, it also depends upon some threshold value.
URL Description Relevancy
It is the relevancy score of URL description with respect to topics. We put the URL as a query to Google Search Engine with the name description of URL and find out top 10 results, and then find out top 10 weighed words after calculating the Term Frequency. Our proposed approach calculates relevancy score URL description because it gives detailed information about URL. In relevancy score URL description, we put the threshold value is 0.8 because here Google provides more description about topics.
For example, we put the URL as a query "description of http://www.freecomputerbooks.com" in Google search engine and find out weight of topic keywords in this description (see Table 5 and Table 6 ). 
Cohesive Text Relevancy
Cohesive relevancy score of URL is the score of URL with respect to topics in sentence. For the extraction of cohesive-text, one sentence or group of meaningful sentences around the anchor link has to be considered. A sentence can be identified as starting with a capital letter and ends with a period (dot). The following algorithm describes the steps for extracting cohesive-text:
1. Identify the anchor link in the page.
2. Extract a sentence in the backward direction of the anchor link if any.
3. If this sentence starts with the words "It", "This", "And", then extract one more sentence in the backward direction, if any.
4. Repeat steps 2 & 3 until the sentence starts with a word excluding the words mentioned in step 3.
5. Extract a sentence in the forward direction of anchor tag, if any.
After calculating relevancy score URL description, our proposed approach calculates cohesive relevancy score of URL because it gives information about schematic similarity of URL with respect to topic keywords. Cohesive relevancy score of URL is also calculated because it gives information about how many topic keywords surrounding the unvisited URLs are to be fetched. Cohesive relevancy totally depends on author because some authors give detailed information in cohesive text and some authors give less information of surrounding URLs. It also depends on some threshold value.
For example, in www.freecomputerbooks.com web page one anchor link is www.freecomputerbooks.com/specialWebServicesBooks.html and its surrounding text is "This book provides a pragmatic introduction to RESTFUL web services, and covers the key principles: Identifiable resources, links and hypermedia, standard methods etc". Here, we can see that the topic keywords "book", "web" exist in cohesive text of this link. So, the cohesive relevancy score of URL is 0.2 because out of 10 topic keywords 2 topic keywords surround the anchor link (see Table 7 ). Now, our proposed approach use Naïve Bayesian Classification to classify the unvisited URL that it is relevant or irrelevant with respect to topic keywords. Here, we use class label training tuple of seed pages because based on seed pages, we can predict that unvisited URL will be topic relevant or not. In Table 8 , the class attribute is "relevant."
By experiment in URL www.books.google.com/books and www.freetechbook.com result is unpredictable because we have taken only 10 topic key words and these topic keywords are common in all sites which give information about books. But we think that if we take more topic key words, then this table RESULT may change.
By using Naïve Bayesian Classification [4] methods, we can find out that particular URL is relevant for the topic or not. For example, one unvisited URL is http://www.freecomputerbooks.com/javaCategory.html. Now, we have to find out this URL is relevant URL for topic or not.
The attribute value of this URL is X = (average parent page relevancy = No, URL description relevancy = yes, Anchor text relevancy = no, cohesive text relevancy = yes) If this URL is relevant for topic, then this URL will belong to relevant class. For this, we require P(X|Ci)P(Ci) > P(X|Cj)P(Cj) for i <= j <= m, j <> i. In other words, the predicted class label is the class Ci for which P(X|Ci)P(Ci) is the maximum.
Here, class c1 is "yes" for relevant value and class c2 is "no" for relevant value. Now, we need to maximize P(X|Ci)P(Ci), for i = 1, 2 only. The prior probability of each class can be computed based on training tuples. Therefore, the Naïve Bayesian classifier predicts Relevant = yes for tuple X. From this calculation, it is showing that the link http://www.freecomputerbooks.com/dbCategory.html is relevant for topics.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Focused crawlers are becoming a more and more important topic, and focused crawling methods are important members in the search engine family.
One of the key problems of vertical search engines is to develop an effective algorithm for the topic-specific searching and similarity measurement. In our proposed approach, we calculate the relevancy of unvisited URLs based on Naïve Bayesian classification method.
Naïve Bayesian classifiers assume that the effect of an attribute value on a given class is independent of the values of the other attributes. They predict class membership probabilities, such as the probability that a given tuple belong to a particular class. Here, we have taken four attributes of URL and one attribute is class variable. Here, we can predict the unvisited URL relevancy based on existing URL attributes value and its class attributes value. In our future work, we"ll avoid the problem of zero probability and find out the relevancy of unvisited URLs based on clustering approach.
